The paper describes the process of mining opinions from Chinese reviews of products sold online. The structure of Chinese reviews is free, which leads to a more complicated relationship between opinions and features. The paper introduces two main steps of opinion mining: feature extraction and opinion direction identification. The feature extraction function first extracts "hot" features that a lot of people have express their opinions in their reviews, and then finds those infrequent ones. In order to improve the accuracy of the experiment, redundant features are removed. The opinion direction identification function takes the generated features and summarizes the opinions into two categories: positive and negative. We extract adjectives and negative adverbs as opinion words and use the Naïve Bayes classifier to identify their direction. By direction, we mean whether an opinion is positive or negative.
INTRODUCTION
With the dramatic growth of web applications, more and more products are sold on the web. The number of freely available online reviews is increasing at a high speed. As customer feedback on the Web influences other customer's decision, these feedbacks have become an important source of information for businesses to take into account when developing marketing and product development plans. Some popular products can get hundreds of reviews or more, and some reviews are also long. So, it is hard for a potential customer to read them to make an informed decision on whether to purchase the product. The large number of reviews also makes it hard for product manufacturers or businesses to keep track of customer opinions and sentiments on their products and services. The situation is also notable in Chinese web services. It is thus highly desirable to produce a summary of reviews. As a result, the problem of "opinion mining" has seen increasing attention over the last years from [1, 2] and many others.
Opinion mining has become a significant subject of research in the field of data mining. The ultimate goal of opinion mining is to extract customer opinions on products and present the information in the most effective way. Many researchers have used different techniques to summarize the information and present it. For example, if we have a number of reviews about a given product, we want to know the number of negative and positive reviews. Classifying each review as negative or positive is the most important task.
And further, if we want to know a customer opinion on each of the different features of a product, it is necessary to extract product features and analyze the overall sentiment of each feature.
In this research, we study the problem of mining opinions from customer Chinese reviews of products sold online. Chinese reviews on the Internet lack of standardization. People describe their opinions in Chinese using omission and free structure, which leads to a more complicated relationship between opinions and features. So it is necessary to achieve a deeper and more detailed understanding of the reviews, and analyze the underlying sentiment on each feature of a product. This paper involves three subtasks: (1) identifying features of the product that customers have expressed their opinions on (call product features); (2) identifying opinion words and deciding whether each opinion word is positive or negative; (3) summarizing the results.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related work of opinion mining. Section 3 describes the structure of opinion mining system. The first step in the opinion mining system is Chinese word segmentation. There is no sharp demarcation between words, which is different from English. In most cases Chinese word segmentation depends on the sentiment expression. So Chinese word segmentation is very complicated. Our work is not involved in this part. We use the existing word segmentation technique to finish this work. We introduce the work in Section 4. Section 5 describes the work of feature extraction and feature pruning. Section 6 introduces opinion word identification and sentiment orientation decision. In our work, we extract adjectives and negative adverbs as opinion words, and we use the Naïve Bayes classifier to decide sentiment polarity of each opinion word. Section 7 shows the results of the experiments. Finally, Section 8 draws the conclusion.
RELATED WORK
With the fast growing development of blogs, social networks and e-commerce, opinion mining and sentiment analysis became a field of interest for many researches. A very broad overview of the existing work was presented in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In their survey, the authors describe existing techniques and approaches, applications, future research areas, and future challenges in opinion mining. Opinion mining and sentiment analysis actually focus on polarity detection and featurebased opinion mining. Both fields use data mining and natural language processing (NLP) techniques to discover, retrieve and distill information and opinions from vast textual information. Many researchers attempt different techniques to detect the polarity of reviews. Polarity detection is classifying each review document as positive, negative, or neutral. [8] presents an unsupervised learning algorithm, called PMI-IR, to measure the similarity of pairs of words. In order to find out whether any new adjectives are associated with the same opinion polarity as the seed words, [9] adapts the association rule algorithm to compute the similarity of two adjectives. The closer a given adjective is to a seed adjective, the greater the similarity in sentiment orientation between the two adjectives. [2] utilizes the adjective synonym set and antonym set in WordNet to predict the sentiment orientation of adjectives. [10] uses Naïve Bayes to classify the polarity.
Most research on sentiment focuses on text written in English. Comparing with previous researches for English review, opinion mining for Chinese product reviews is a more challenging task due to the complexity of Chinese sentiment expression and the limited resources of Chinese sentiment analysis. For Chinese online product reviews [11] collects core concepts as fuzzy sets and utilize propagation rules to extract product features and sentiment words. They choose the candidate sentiments which are close (within a text window of 5 size) to the product features and find out which word is the max similarity with the determined word to determine the word belong to certain type of sentiment. Their research don't consider the meaning of a word in the sentence. For example, " (Battery life is long)" and " 启 (The computer takes a long time to start up)", "long" in the two sentences has opposite meanings. [12] clusters product features and opinion words simultaneously to find out the sentiment association between the two groups of data objects. In their work, the extracted opinion word is adjectives, and don't consider negative adverbs. We think negative adverbs that modify adjectives can affect the polarity of opinion words. In our work, we extract negative adverbs and adjectives in the step of opinion extraction. The feature extraction function, which is the focus of this paper, first extracts hot features that a lot of people have express their opinions on in their reviews, and then finds those infrequent ones. In order to improve the accuracy of the experiment, redundant features are removed. The opinion direction identification function takes the generated features and summarizes the opinions into two categories: positive and negative. We extract negative adverbs and adjectives as opinion words, and put them in opinion words set. We use the Naïve Bayes classifier to identify the direction of opinion words. By direction, we mean whether an opinion is positive or negative.
THE OPINION SUMMARIZATION SYSTEM

POS
Chinese texts need to be segments into words before extracting candidate terms. But there is no space or other symbols between words, which is different from English. So word segmentation of Chinese texts is very important. This is the first step in Chinese opinion mining. In our research, we use LTP-Cloud (Language Technology Platform Cloud) finishing word segmentation. LTP-Cloud [13] This notebook meets my requirements. ", the segmentation result by LTP-Cloud is as follows: <xml4nlp> <note sent="y" word="y" pos="y" ne="y" parser="y" wsd="n" srl="y"/> <doc> <para id="0"> <sent id="0" cont=" "> <word id="0" cont=" " pos="r" ne="O" parent="1" relate="ATT"/> <word id="1" cont=" " pos="q" ne="O" parent="2" relate="ATT"/> <word id="2" cont=" " pos="n" ne="O" parent="3" relate="SBV"/> <word id="3" cont="
" pos="v" ne="O" parent="-1" relate="HED"> <arg id="0" type="A0" beg="0" end="2"/> <arg id="1" type="A1" beg="4" end="6"/> </word> <word id="4" cont=" " pos="r" ne="O" parent="6" relate="ATT"/> <word id="5" cont=" " pos="u" ne="O" parent="4" relate="RAD"/> <word id="6" cont=" " pos="n" ne="O" parent="3" relate="VOB"/> <word id="7" cont=" " pos="wp" ne="O" parent="3" relate="WP"/> </sent>
Where pos is the part-of-speech tagging, ne is named entity. parent and relate are always in pairs, in which parent is the number of father node based on dependency parsing and relate is thier relationship. As is shown in Fig. (2) , the segmentation result by LTP-Cloud can show in a tree. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION
Frequent Feature Extraction
We select 1000 positive and negative reviews from the corpus to extract features and opinion words. Text preprocessing needs to be done before extracting candidate terms. This work can improve the effectiveness of further operations. Text pre-processing includes:
1. Remove the special words ( such as "@ #") in the corpus;
2. Remove URL links (e.g. http://abc.com) in the corpus;
3. Remove spaces, punctuation marks and stop words in the corpus.
Nouns/noun phrases from the reviews are the features that customer express their opinions on. We calculate the frequency of nouns/noun phrases in the selected reviews. In our work, if a noun/noun phrase appears in more than 0.5%(minimum support) of the review sentences, we call it the candidate frequent feature, and store it to the feature set for further processing. Table 1 shows the results of frequent feature extraction.
Infrequent Feature Identification
For infrequent feature, our approach is similar to the Double Propagation algorithm [14] . There are two steps: 1) using opinion words extracts features; 2) using existing features extracts features. We consider adjectives, negative adverbs as the candidate sentiments and nouns ( n ) or noun phrases ( np ) as the candidate features. Infrequent features are extracted. Table 2 shows extraction rules based on dependency parsing of LTP-Cloud.
In Table 2 , CW (or PW ) stands for the word of a child node (or parent node). s means the extracted sentiment word and f means the extracted feature. { } S stands for the known sentiment words. { } N are sets of POS tags of potential features. In this work, we consider sentiment words to be adjectives and negative adverbs, and features to be nouns or noun phrases. R means the relate attribute of a parent node and its child node in LTP tree. Precision and Recall for the infrequent feature identification are shown in Table 3 .
Feature Pruning
Not all extracted features are useful or genuine. There are also some redundant ones. Feature pruning aims to remove these duplicate features. Table 4 shows the result of feature pruning.
Our work in feature pruning is as follows:
(1) For two or more consecutive nouns (denoted by NS ), we select the rightmost ones as features. For example, " (computer screen)" or " (computer's screen)", we select "screen" as the feature and store it to feature set. NS has two types of sequence structure:
The rule is explained as follow: Table 2 . Infrequent feature extraction rules. Where nn stands for two or more consecutive nouns, that is 1 2 ... n n n n ,
Extraction Rules Constraints
Right NS is selecting the rightmost noun in NS .
(2) It is very common that different words are used to describe the same object in Chinese reviews. We built a word set (e.g. , , ). These words are frequently seen in reviews and they have the same meaning that is the product customers buy.
TRAINING THE CLASSIFIER
In review corpus, the words with sentiment polarity are mainly adjectives and adverbs. Adjectives are used more often for expressing emotions and opinions. Adverbs are mostly used in subjective texts to give an emotional color to a adjective or verb. In our work, adverbs are divided into two types. One is used to express the strength of feeling (e.g. very and quite). This type of adverbs has no effect on sentiment polarity. The other is negative adverbs (e.g. no and not). This type of adverbs affect the opinion direction. So we select adjectives and negative adverbs as opinion words in the paper.
We build a negative adverb set (denoted by NAs ) which contains 11 negative adverbs by studying the review corpus, NAs ={ , , , , , , , , , , }. A negative adverb itself can not express an certain opinion except for combining with adjectives they modify. So we put negative adverbs together with adjectives they modify to study their sentiment polarity.
We find the sentiment orientation of a word w in the context of an associated feature f and sentence sent .We restate this task as follows:
Given a set of sentiment orientation ( SO ) labels({ positive , negative }), a set of reviews and a set of tuples T=( , , w f sent ), where w is a potential opinion word associated with feature f in sentence sent , assign a SO label to each tuple ( , , w f sent ).
Candidate opinion words are denoted by a set of tuples ( , , ) w a r n = , where a is an adjective, n is a negative adverb, and r is the relationship of a and n . 
If 1 r = , it shows adjective a is modified by negative adverb n in ( , , ) a r n . a and n together express a certain opinion. We take a and n as a word denoted by ' w , ' & w a n = . If 0 r = , it shows a is not modified by a negative adverb and ' w a = . So the tuple T is changed, ( ', ,
We build a sentiment classifier using the Naïve Bayes classifier. Naïve Bayes classifier is based on Bayes' theorem.
Where c is a sentiment, M is a message. Because, we have equal sets of positive, negative reviews, we simplify the equation:
We make an assumption of conditional independence in the Naïve Bayes classifier. Opinion words extracted in reviews is text features. The formula is as follows:
We calculate the probability of opinion word Smoothing treatment is used in the formula to avoid the item whose value is 0. If 
EXPERIMENTS
We carried out the experiments using customer reviews. Product review in the paper. Product reviews in the paper come from the corpus built by Tan et al. [15] . The corpus contains Chinese reviews of hotels, notebooks and books. There are 2000 positive and negative reviews after removing the duplicate in each field.
In our experiment, we finish two tasks. The first is to find product features that have been commented on by customers. The experimental results are shown in Tables 1-4 . And the second is to decide whether the reviews are positive or negative. Table 5 gives the classification results of Chinese reviews in three fields. The performances are measured using the standard evaluation measures of precision ( p ), recall ( r ) and F-score ( F ).
With reference to a confusion matrix, a refers to the number of correctly classified positive (negative) reviews, b refers to the number of classified non-positive(negative) reviews, and c refers to the number of non-classified positive (negative) reviews.
CONCLUSION
This paper proposed an effective method for identifying sentiment orientations of opinions expressed by reviewers on product features. It is able to deal with two major problems in opinion mining. One is feature extraction. The other is sentiment orientation identification. In our case, a domain corpus has a set of reviews reviewing the same product.
And we find a review written by a single customer is composed of a sequence of sentences. It is usually the case that the customer has the same sentiment or polarity on the same feature, although the feature may appear more than once in the review. We use similar Double Propagation algorithm in feature extraction. In this process, we extract product features of reviews and remove redundant features. Both explicit and implicit features are considered. We get higher p , r , F . In sentiment orientation identification, we use the Naïve Bayes classifier to classify opinion words. Opinion words we extracted are negative adverbs and adjectives. Our method can better distinguish different meanings of the same word in different sentences. We also achieve a higher value of p , r , F in sentiment identification. 
